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Film Series kicks off
Black History Month

Students orchestrate
relief efforts in Jamaica

By Seth Doherty

News Writer

By Keith Gordon

News Writer

This February marks the annual celebration of Black
History Month. The Diversity Theme Year, along with
Campus Films, Thompson Hall and Science and Mathematics
Seminar series, Academic Dean's Office and the
Communications Department are providing the campus with
a series of events to celebrate Black History and explore the
role of race in society
"It is important to recognize the contributions of African
Americans now and throughout history and it is important to
have a time set out for that," Yoshiko Matsui, Associate
Director of Student Services explained.
Diversity Theme Year Coordinator Rachel Safran agree
with the importance of the celebrations.
"I am often reminded of a quote by Harvard scholar Dr.
Carter G. Woodson, who was determined to bring black history into the mainstream public arena and actually organized the
first annual celebration," Safran said. "Woodson said he
devoted his life to making 'the world see the Negro as a participant rather than as a lay-figure in history."
The events began with the showing of the first of three films
in the campus' Black History Month Film Series, "Wattstax,"
last Tuesday. This film explored the culture of the city of Watts
during the Wattstax festival in 1972, seven years after the Watts
riots. Despite a change of venue from the Rausch Auditorium
to the Student Diversity Center, the film was an informative
and enlightening experience for the viewers.
It will be followed up by the film "White Man's Burden" in
Wyatt 109 on Feb. 8. This is a film depicting a fictional world
of a racist society where the upper classes and the establishment is African American.
Next up will be "4 Little Girls," a documentary by Spike
Lee on the bombing of a Birmingham Methodist Church in
1963. It will be shown in Rausch Auditorium on February 22.
All films are free.
On Feb. 3, the evolutionary biologist from Fairleigh
Dickinson University in Teaneck, New Jersey and author of
"The Race Myth," Joseph L. Graves, gave a lecture, "Racism

A number of students at UPS have
devoted their time and
effort to humanitarian
aid by joining the campus chapter of Yard
Project, a non-profit
organization dedicated
to giving relief to a
small community in
Jamaica. The group
plans to take a team of
students to Jamaica
over Spring Break to
help rebuild houses
and promote community development.
Yard Project was
formed last October by
Dexter
Gordon,
Photo Courtesy Dexter Gordon
Professor
of
REBUILDING IS A COMMUNITY TASK— Natives of Old Harbour Bay team up
Communications and
African American with Yard Project volunteers this January. The UPS students who go over Spring Break
Studies at UPS, in will be building houses like this one.
response to the devaspeople were completely without shelter. To make mattation done by Hurricane Ivan. The hurricane ravaged
ters worse, the fishing industry, on which the entire
the island on Sept 10-11, 2004, destroying hundreds of
community relies, came to a halt due to the damage
communities and crippling the local economies.
done to boats and nets.
Gordon, a native of Jamaica, returned to his homeGordon spoke about the problem of a community
town of Old Harbour Bay, an impoverished fishing which relied on an under-diversified economy, such as
community on the south side of the island, to survey
Old Harbour Bay.
the damage. He found that Old Harbour Bay had been
"These people are at the bottom of the economic
hit incredibly hard by the wind and surf churned up ladder. The economy is overly dependent on fishing; it
by the hurricane.
gave them a false sense of security, because anyone
Dozens of homes were destroyed and hundreds of
could fish without having an education. It maintains a

See HISTORY, page 2

See JAMAICA, page 2

ASUPS Elections to take place this month
By Brandon Lueken

News Writer
The time has come for any member of the UPS student
population to rise from the masses and fill one of seven
positions available in ASUPS.
Nominations started Jan. 25 and will end on Feb. 8.
During that time, potential officers can pick up a packet
from the second floor of the Wheelock Student Center. The
packet requires candidates to get anywhere from 30-70 signatures for their candidacy. At midnight on Feb. 9, campaigning officially begins. This continues until the general
election days on Feb. 24-28. After the votes have been tallied, the winners will be announced and the inauguration
will take place on Mar. 8.
This is the same process that current President and Vice
President Ryan Cunningham and Wes Magee went
through. Rising from campus DJs, they wanted to expand
their influence as on-campus media personalities and
work for changes to the system.
"We could sit and bitch, or we could go and fix it, is
what we basically told ourselves," Cunningham said.
Cunningham ran with Magee, an unofficial ticket, and
together were elected to office. Since then, they've helped
make Tamanawas a major publication again; they've instituted the newspaper readership program which provides
free newspapers to students, they launched a campaign to
bring back the Hatchet, a longstanding UPS legend; and
also encouraged a return to tradition during Homecoming

by bringing back the idea of having a Homecoming King
and Queen. At halftime of the game, the Queen was chosen by a race to cut a cheese log. The King was chosen on
the basis of the length of his beard.
"Each administration brings its own flair and its own
agenda," Cunningham said.
This administration has also been remarkably cooperative with media organizations on campus, including
KUPS, The Trail and the
reinstated yearbook.
"That's the reason
L"111
I1
Tamanawas has been come
back. The last President
wanted Tamanawas to be
re-instated and we felt obligated to carry that out,"
Cunningham said.
This administration also
instituted a dramatic
remodeling of the ASUPS website, and introduced online
voting to the school.
"When we were elected, we had the highest voter
turnout ever at the school, at about 50 percent. This year,
with the online voting, we're aiming for 55-60 percent,"
Magee said.
But that wasn't all they remodeled. Over the summer,
Cunningham, Magee and others remodeled the ASUPS
offices, which hadn't been touched since 1987.
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"I never thought I'd have to do so much lifting for this
job," Magee said.
Besides pursuing various goals of their own, each
administration must deal with the everyday administrative duties.
"I pretty much sit on all the committees," Magee said.
They must deal with the budgets submitted by various
clubs, ASUPS itself and all its parts, which include programmers who manage lectures, popular entertainment,
Northwestern Sounds, special and cultural events and
campus films. That is not including various directors and
media heads.
"This year over $2 million was requested, and we had
to whittle it down to under $500,000," Cunningham said.
All of this administration accounts for a huge chunk of
time, with the executives sometimes staying all night
doing work for ASUPS
"There used to be three people who did my job, now
it's just me," Magee said.
But the benefit of all of this is that ASUPS is its own
administration. They are not overseen by the dean, as
most college governments are; they report straight to the
Board of Directors.
With this power, they've also been sowing the seeds for
a new alcohol policy on campus.
"There used to be a bar in the cellar, with beer on tap, a
long time ago. But they sold beer to a minor and the liquor
license was revoked. We've set up a committee to look at
all the angles and problems with the benefits with having

See ELECTIONS, page 2
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Jamaica

Continued from page 1

cycle of poverty" Gordon said.
With no internal support from its economy, the desperate community had few
places to turn. The Jamaican government, as well as the US government, promised
that aid would be delivered to the beleaguered community, but little was ever done.
Yard Project was formed with the intention of rebuilding Old Harbour Bay. With
the funds raised, Yard Project is sending teams to Jamaica to build houses for the dispossessed. One team was sent this January and built 11 houses, bringing a great deal
of hope to the community.
The next team to go to Old Harbour Bay will be comprised entirely of UPS students who will make the trip over their Spring Break. The other chapters of Yard
Project, located in California, New York, Miami and Toronto, will help with raising
the necessary funds for the building materials, but the bulk of the fundraising will
fall to the students.
Despite this daunting task, the students are hopeful and excited to have an opportunity to help.
"I am encouraged by the prospect of helping these people. Their means of work
have been destroyed, their houses have been destroyed; they have nothing to come
back to. We will be able to give them a home. We will be able to give them a sense of
pride and hope," sophomore Alex Bronson, coordinator of the campus chapter of
Yard Project, said.
For most of February, Yard Project will be running programs around campus and
in the local community to help raise funds for the trip. Yard Project will run a booth
at Conspiracy of Hope today, and will show several movies on campus, as well as run
fundraisers around the Proctor district.
Though the funds raised will go to building houses this Spring Break, the goal of
Yard Project extends beyond rebuilding.
"The students' presence will be a means to inspire hope," Gordon said.
Photo courtesy Alex Bronson
The people of Old Harbour Bay have surmounted the feeling of helplessness that
SOULS UNBROKEN— Residents of Old Harbour Bay stand among the wreckage of their
occurs when a community is destroyed, and have reached out to our campus. The
town. There are signs of hope, though, as volunteers help to rebuild houses and return people to
students have responded, and have brought great optimism to the Jamaicans. The
their homes.
students hope to do far more than just rebuild houses; they hope to empower the
people of Old Harbour Bay
crucial not only for the residents of Old Harbour Bay, but for the students as well. It is a
With this newfound hope, Old Harbour Bay can renew their sense of independence
chance for the students to grow in their understanding of themselves and the world
and have a higher likelihood of diversifying their economy, both of which are crucial
around them, and it is a chance for the residents to overcome a great tragedy.
steps which need to be taken if the community is to survive.
Keith Gordon endeavours to someday find the perfect sandwich.
By traveling to Jamaica students will begin an engagement with the Jamaicans that is

History
"The Race Myth," Joseph L.
Graves, gave a lecture, "Racism without Race: Contradictions in Scientific
and Social Policy," in Thompson Hall.
He explained how biology does not
support current racial categories.
On Monday February 21, there will
be A Night of Harlem Renaissance.
This will be a presentation for music
and literature from the Harlem
Renaissance period.
On Mon. Feb. 28, there will be a
trip to Tacoma's African-American
Museum, the Pacific Northwest's only
African-American museum. There
will be an exclusive and private tour
of the museum and its new exhibit on

Continued from page 1
slave ships and the Amistad. It will be
hosted specifically for University of
Puget Sound students by the museum
staff. The museum contains a wide
variety of African and African
American art and artifacts. It contains
exhibits on local history, as well as
national history and an exhibit dedicated to traditional African traditions.
For more information on these
events call (253) 879-3373 or e-mail the
Diversity Theme Year at dty@ups.edu .

Seth Doherty pits himself in glorious
combat against undercover Shaolin
monks on a bi-weekly basis.

Elections
a bar on campus," said Cunningham.
But ultimately, the new administration
will be the one to be concerned with issues
like this one. When the executives are elected
and take over in March, they are effective
iminediately.
"Spring is the hardest part, because you
have to set up a budget, and clear things out
of the way so you can get done what you
want to get done in the fall," Cunningham
said.
But, as one would expect, the office of an
executive does have some fame.
"Sometimes people will go, 'Hey Wes,' or
something like that, and I'll have no idea
who they are," Magee said. "But since I meet
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Continued from page 1
so many people in this position, it has helped
me remember people's names better."
So, for those interested in being involved
in ASUPS, packets are available in WSC 210
and are due on Feb. 8. There will be an interview session involved that must take place
with person who is currently, or has held the
position being applied for previously.
Signatures for senators must be collected
from 30 people, with only five from each residence hall, and for executives, 70 signatures
must be collected, with the same stipulations.

Brandon Lueken is beset day and night with
deep, burning existential questions.
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Sustainability proclamation adopted by UPS
By Lan Nguyen

News Writer
When setting foot on UPS' lush green campus and witnessing the emphasis placed on maintaining the school's
natural beauty, it seems apparent that UPS is an environmentally conscious university.
President Ronald Thomas intends to keep it that way,
and on Feb. 10, will express the university's commitment
to sustaining the environment. President Thomas will be
signing the Talloires Declaration at 4:30 p.m. in the
Rotunda. The ceremony will be free and open to the public.
According to the University Leaders for a Sustainable
Future website, the Talloires Declaration (pronounced TalWHAR) is a 10-point action plan for incorporating sustainability and environmental literacy in teaching,
research, operations and outreach at colleges and universities. The document was written in 1990 at an international conference in Talloires, France, and has since been
signed by more than 300 university presidents and chancellors in 40 countries.
The 10-point action plan includes: increasing awareness of environmentally sustainable development, creating an institutional culture of sustainability, educating for
environmentally responsible citizenship, fostering environmental literacy for all, practicing institutional ecology,
involving all stakeholders (government, foundations,
industry in supporting interdisciplinary research, education, etc.), collaborating for interdisciplinary approaches,
enhancing capacity of primary and secondary schools,
broadening service and outreach nationally and internationally and overall, maintaining the movement.
"This signing brings attention to the University of
Puget Sound's history of respect for the environment and
our intentions to continue to make it a priority," President
Thomas said in a Jan. 28 press release. "We are proud to
join other universities and colleges in supporting environmentally sustainable development and advancing global
environmental literacy."
The event will open with brief statements on commu-

nity, sustainability and UPS by Tacoma Mayor Baarsma
and Nisqually Tribal Elder and Chairman of the
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, Billy Frank Jr.,
according to Professor Karin Sable.
Sable, who is Professor of Economics and director of
the environmental studies program, was appointed by
President Thomas to convene the committee that is

responsible for planning the Talloires Signing Event.
Personally, Sable said she expects "to see this institution become more efficient." She also added, "I expect that
we will begin to integrate into our curriculum the great
benefits from civic engagement, service learning, and collaborative processes. I expect that we will see more networking on sustainability issues and elements of the
Talloires plan with other schools and community organizations."
Another faculty member who is excited about
President Thomas' commitment to the environment is
Associate Professor of Geology Jeff Tepper. When asked if
he thought the signing of the Talloires Declaration is an
important step in making the campus more aware of environmental issues, Tepper said, "Yes. I think that part of
the importance is illustrating the different things people
can do. You don't have to be an environmental scientist to

Kappa surrenders charter

be aware of environmental issues."
Although UPS is one of the two colleges in the
Northwest to sign the declaration (the other school is
Pacific Lutheran University), approximately 300 university presidents have preceded the school in signing it.
Presidents from schools such as Tufts University, Rice
University, Rutgers University and University of
California in Santa Barbara are all signatories of the
Tallories Declaration.
The Talloires Declaration was started in October 1990
when Jean Mayer, the President of Tufts University, gathered twenty-two university presidents and chancellors in
Talloires, France. There, they convened to voice their concerns about the state of the world and created "a document that spelled out key actions institutions of higher
education must take to create a sustainable future."
The ceremony will also feature a speech by Anthony
Cortese, president of Second Nature, a nonprofit organization aimed at making environmentally sustainable action
a foundation of learning and practice at all educational
levels. He will be presenting a speech titled, "The Crucial
Role of Higher Education in Creating a Healthy, Just and
Sustainable Society."
Cortese is an acclaimed presenter who travels across
the United States inspiring and empowering higher education stakeholders to move from good intentions to concrete actions.
After the celebration, there will also be a discussion
held by Conspiracy of Hope to give the student body a
better sense of what this declaration means for the campus.
"Essentially, we just want to have a discussion about
what the document means for UPS. What is sustainability for UPS? Who figures that out? Who is committed to
that? What can we do as students, faculty and staff?"
Conspiracy of Hope adviser, Marta Palmquist-Cady said.
The discussion will be held at 6 p.m. in the Rotunda.
Speaker Anthony Cortese will also be present for the discussion.

Lan Nguyen loves to say the word "Talloires." It's French.

The Trail Crossword: Everything Must Go!

By Kali Seisler

News Writer

•

By Rachel Decker and John Dugan

A&E Editor and Managing Editor
This spring women's recruitment was conducted with only four chapters.
The.usual fifth sorority, Kappa Kappa Gamma, did not participate.
The girls of Kappa Kappa Gamma's Epsilon Iota Chapter voted Nov. 18,
2004, to surrender their charter from the campus of University of Puget Sound.
The Fraternity Council voted to accept the petition on Dec. 7, 2004, making
Kappa Kappa Gamma no longer a chapter at UPS.
"The decision to surrender the charter came after thoughtful consideration
of the chapter members who have faced increasing challenges on the campus,"
Kappa officials stated in a statement released to the Trail. "This was an
extremely difficult decision for the chapter members to make, but they were
supported by both alumnae members and the Fraternity."
The surrender of the charter essentially means that Kappa Kappa Gamma is
not an active Greek House on campus. They will not recruit any more members
and cannot participate in Greek community events as a chapter. However, the
girls who were active members of Kappa at the time the charter was revoked
will receive the benefits of
alumni status and privileges, and still plan to attend
Greek events open to the
campus as a whole.
The chapter's decision
ended an almost 40 year
long period at UPS. The
chapter declined to comment on factors involved in
deciding to surrender their
charter, but "in the future,
V
Kappa would consider
returning to UPS, if the right
pa G
conditions exist with the
university and Fraternity," a
Kappa press statement said.
The residence situation of
this sorority was unlike
other sororities on campus.
While the other sororities have residence-hall style houses on Union Avenue,
Kappa's residence through last year was on-campus, in Smith Hall. This year,
they reached an agreement with the University to move into three campus
houses behind Greek Row, which they hoped would connect them more with
the rest of the Greek community, as well as improve their image for recruitment.
"The Fraternity is grateful for the support the university and
Panhellenic /IFC groups have shown Kappa through the years. It is always
hard to say good-bye and it was certainly difficult for Kappa to leave the
University of Puget Sound," the chapter said in their press statement.
The chapter members still plan to wear their letters around campus with
pride. Their decision to surrender their charter will not affect their friendships
they made within the chapter.

Kali Seisler is fairly sure the Trail crossword is the coolest thing ever.
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T-town sure has a lack of it this winter
New UPS Dean of Students
Local faves Pretty Girls Make Graves played
there Sunday
7. Hosts of upcoming Theatre Festival
8. You won't see one at this year's Super Bowl
9. Tuesday nights are COLLEGE NIGHT here
11. Iraqi milestone
13. Longest running television show come May
Bush's favorite word
One of the stars of this week's Campus Film;
legal business
19. Former midwest governor; county in SoCal
Title of an Infinite Monkeys Play; discovered
by Newton
Item made in the Muses' theme program this
week
UPS Hall of Famer and football turf namesake

MR
MM

ACROSS
NBA all-star host
Super town
What this crossword is
10. Conspiracy of Hope's event today
12. New ASUPS voting method
14. Those construction bastards ripped it out
Washington St. gubernatorial party
Late, great king of late-night
Tonight's basketball opponent
Artist on Display at Kittredge Art Gallery
You'll receive them this Wednesday
Leading Oscar nominee
You've got plenty, give some away next week
Bush's second favorite word
Poorly named campus Methodist group
Former Oscar winner; "Million Dollar Baby"
star

Find answers at trail.ups.edu
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Crossover brings out wild side of frats
• Costumes, exuberance abound during celebration of
brotherhood on Todd Field

Photos courtesy ASUPS Photo Services

Energetic brothers from the four fraternities on campus — Sigma
Chi, Sigma Nu, Beta Theta Pi, and Phi Delta Theta — donned costumes
and gathered together on Sat. Jan. 29 to welcome new members into
their houses. Known as "Crossover," the event is a tradition each year
during which pledges find out which house they've been accepted
into. It constitutes an all-day celebration throughout the Greek community as each house receives their new member class. Not only does
Crossover attract members of the Greek community, but the spectacle
also drew many non-Greek onlookers. The raucous event is meant to
excite pledges to be entering the fraternity and celebrate the completion of recruitment. The setting for the event, Todd Field, further contributed to the chaos because of the muddy field that indiscriminately
swallowed various fraternity members' shoes. The majority of these
shoes are still missing.

2005 GRADUATES

College Degree + Job = NOTHING*
*Nothing down and nothing due for 90 days on a new Toyota, that is!
At Toyota, you get a GREAT factory offer. If you will graduate from college within the
next six months and show proof of future employment, with a start date within
120 days of your purchase, you can take delivery of a new Toyota with
$0 down and NO payments for 90 days', plus a $400 rebate! 2
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Off to the Races
While every bookstore in the country is increasingly tilled with
new suggestions for how to lose weight, the prevailing wisdom
has always been that the healthiest lifestyle possible combines a
balanced diet and exercise. Now in its second year, the Race to
Balance program encourages participants to maintain positive
health and exercise habits.
Participants in the program, including students, faculty, and
staff, form teams of four and award themselves points based on
their healthy activities. Each member of the team is provided with
a scoring sheet and a rubric describing how many points are
awarded for each activity.
Thus far, there are about eleven teams signed up, for a total of
44 participants. Anyone who is interested can still join the program.
There are four categories: Exercise, Health/Diet, Wellness, and
Special Events. Each team member keeps track of various activities,
receiving a certain number of points for activities such as working
out, sleeping 7 or more hours each night, limiting caffeine intake,
not smoking, doing good deeds, etc. They can also receive points
for acts as simple as always wearing a seatbelt, washing your
hands or scheduling personal alone time.
The concept of the program was brought to UPS by Sara Hays,
Assistant Director for Residential Life. She participated ina similar
program of a different name at Seattle University and realized it
would be a positive addition to the UPS campas„ - She spoke to the
organizers at Seattle University campus, and they provided her
with the start-up materials.
Race to Balance began on January 31st and is a six-week program. At the end of each week, teams return their score pages to
coordinator ank: Resident Director Bernadette Buchanan. She tallies the points, and the results (individual and team) are posted on
a chart on the second floor of the Wheelock Student Center.
At the end of the six weeks, an awards ceremony is held, and
the individual and team with the highest point total receive prizes.
The prizes are generally health or fitness themed, including a box
of Powerbars, water bottles, shoes and sweatshirts, which are provided by the on-campus simnsors. Organizations sponsoring Race
to Balance include Residence Life, Counseling, Health and
Wellness Services, and the Athletics department.
While the prizes do add to the the competition aspect,
Buchanan pointed out that the program is more about finding your
own balance.
"Once you are participating in it, you'll find that it's not about
the points. That's just a motivator," she said. "What it's really about
is when everything begins to make sense...you feel like the planets
have aligned."

— New;; Staff
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Freshman continues theatre involvement at UPS
By C. Anja Hose

Student Life Writer

"Saturday because
the man can't stick
it to him."
Thai Lu Tarn
Senior.

"Friday. Monday?
Ew!"
Shyla Clark
Sophomore

"Thursday — it's
the day I was
born."
John 0 rth
Junior

Holly Coombs has known since
her freshman year of high school
that her major would be theatre.
Since starting at UPS, Coombs,
a freshman, has helped paint the
set for Angels in America, stage
managed the student directed oneacts, and co-designed the costumes
for "The Importance of Being
Earnest" with the Seattle
Performing Arts Fellowship. She is
currently stage managing the senior theatre festival on campus.
"I have my life that involves
theatre, and then theatre is like a
whole other life," Coombs said.
Each year in high school
Coombs both stage managed and
acted in at least one show, and
while also fulfilling the role of
stagehand on another. She once
designed the lighting for a show,
and did costuming on a different
show.
Last year, Coombs' high school
theatre department was nominated for the Scotland Fringe Festival;
this past August, Holly and others
spent two weeks in England and
Scotland.
Coombs' involvement with the
Seattle Performing Arts
Fellowship began with help from
UPS theatre department's Geoff
Proehl. Proehl received word that
students were looking for a costume designer for their current
show, and passed word along to

Coombs. She had some prior experience in this field, so she sent an
email to the director. Along with a
sophomore, Coombs co-designed
Victorian-style costumes for the
show.
"Depending on what director
you have, if they want to stay with
that time period, it takes a lot of
research into what an 18th century
mother would wear," Coombs
said. "If they don't want to go with
the period you get to be a little
more creative, so it's a little more
fun."
Twice yearly, Coombs' high
school theatre department produced a show they called
"Random Acts." This allowed students to do anything they wanted
on stage as long as it was not inappropriate or profane. By her junior
year Coombs was assistant managing the project for her theatre
teachers.
"I'm really good friends with
my theatre teachers back
home,and I still talk to them,"
Coombs said.
Coombs even co-wrote a musical during her junior year of high
school. It was about a theatre company trying to put on a low-budget production and included a series
of unique characters singing tryouts. The musical was performed
on the high school stage that year.
She has already thought of a
few musicals that she would love
to stage manage, namely "Rent",
"Blood Brothers," and "Avenue

Q.,
"I'm kind of a ginormous fan of
them (musicals) now," Coombs
said.
After graduating from UPS,
Coombs plans on spending a year
in Seattle or New York City working for more experience and then
going to graduate school for a
Bachelor of the Arts degree in
stage management. After that she
wants to work on Broadway, and
ultimately in London.
• Freshman C. Anja Hose likes using
The Trail to find out the real dish on her
fellow classmates.

Alpha Phi
Crude Week

February 7 11
-

Roses for your
valentine!
Roses will be handdelive.red to your sweetheart's
door on February 14
$2 per rose, on sale at A-Phi
table in the SUB from 10-2

Heart Throb
Friday, February 11
Who will be the heart throb
this year?
Come watch your favorite
fraternity men compete in
the annual beauty pageant!
Tix $3 on sale in SUB
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Bush's aid needs help
By Chris Van Vechten

Opinions Writer
It is perhaps too late for me to comment on the tsunami disaster in any
way that could be considered meaningful or constructive with regard to the
suffering of the hundreds of thousands
of dead, injured, missing and displaced people devastated
by the December earthquake and resulting tidal wave in
the Indian Ocean. Nevertheless, I would like to comment
on our president's initial response to the crisis.
Upon learning of the disaster, President Bush appeared
on national television with words of condolence while
simultaneously pledging aid to the more than 12 countries
affected by the earthquake and tsunami that followed.
The amount of financial assistance the president spoke of
ran to the tune of only $35 million.
With more then a 100,000 dead, tens of thousands who
would later be pronounced dead, hundreds of thousands
missing and billions of dollars in damage, the president's offer was flat out
unacceptable. It also, consequently
,revealed deep-seated flaws, not only
with respect to his character, but to his
judgment regarding foreign policy as
well. Ladies and gentlemen, behold
compassionate conservatism in action!
It was only after Spain's government
pledged more than twice the fiscal aid promised by the
U.S. that Bush offered a sum more appropriate for a country with an economy such as ours. The president and his
supporters have since defended their initial insufficient
fiscal response by claiming they had intended for private
relief organizations and charities to handle the brunt of
the relief effort. And to the conservatives' credit, the
American people — and the countries of the world —
have responded admirably to the crisis.
Among the most prominent donors stand former
Beatle Paul McCartney, who was able to give $1.9 million,
and actress Sandra Bullock, who was able to raise an even
million. Even our president was able to squeeze a cool ten
grand out of his estimated $26 million fortune. Yet, thrifty
as he is, Bush still couldn't realize that the tsunami disaster presented an opportunity for a cheap investment in
international good will.
Now, by no means do I wish to belittle the tsunami

tragedy by treating it like a political
opportunity,
but the fact remains that our
shock
president not only had the ability to
and
assuage the suffering of millions of people,
but
to restore our nation to its former high
awe
levels of respect and admiration in the
international community.
In the case of Indonesia, the hardest-hit
of the tsunami nations, with damage estimated at about
$4.5 billion, our president had the opportunity to not only
save and restore lives, but to gain the friendship of the
Indonesian people. One would think that a president dedicated to fighting terror would be interested in the world's
most populous Muslim nation and the site of a series of
deadly nightclub bombings in 2003.
In the cases of Sri Lanka, the second hardest-hit of the
tsunami nations, and Somalia, the most devastated of the
African nations, the president had the unique opportunity to attempt to bring peace and stability to troubled
lands. With Somalia locked in a state of anarchy which has
raged for 14 years, and Sri Lanka
engulfed in a religious civil war which
has spanned decades, the president
could and should have used the crisis to
bring warring factions to the peace table.
On Sept. 8, 2003, USA Today estimated that the ongoing military operations
in Afghanistan were running at about a
billion dollars a month, while in July of
that year Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld revealed
that the campaign against the then-just brewing insurgency was costing the American taxpayer about $3.9 billion a month. Keep in mind, readers, that is what we were
spending before the Shi'ite really hit the fan.
In fact, if the president had shifted just one month's
worth of funding from these pointless wars to the nations
hit by the tsunami, it would have been enough to cover
the fiscal damage inflicted on every single nation hit by
the tsunami combined (excluding Indonesia). And each of
those nations would owe us a debt of gratitude as a consequence. Instead, however, the president feels that freedom, stability and the assuaging of people's suffering can
better be preformed through the execution of costly invasions and the toppling of regimes.

diet sucks. Let's compare the common foods consumed in Japanese
resident
culture to ours. Their diet is loaded
I just turned 19 a few months back,
philosopher with so-called "super foods" that
naturally produce potent antioxiand according to statistics, I will die
king
dants, which have been linked to
in six years. That is, I would if I were
deterring, among other things, cana citizen of Sierra Leone. Wait a seccer. The American diet, on the other
ond, what am I talking about? The
hand, is loaded with junk food. And it shows, because
World Health Organization (WHO) published its yearly
we're really fat!
global health index at the end of 2004: a callous repreIf America wants to shape up, one of the easiest
sentation of the best and worst countries to live, in terms
things to do would be to add a little tea to our diets.
of longevity. Sierra Leone — according to the direct corJapan is obviously doing something right; they live in a
relation between health and average age of death — is
radioactive hodgepodge, and yet we Americans, living
the worst country to call your home. That is, of course, if
the non-radioactive (clean) life, vastly outnumber them
you have any aspirations of living far beyond puberty.
in victims of both cancer and coronary disease.
Most Americans scoff at such rankings, because we
On a daily basis, our bodies undergo a multitude of
think our healthcare is the best, that we are the best.
chemical reactions, and the resulting byproducts —
Japan, however, might beg to differ. Japan is the reigning
much like the carbon dioxide emitted by a car engine —
WHO champion — the only country in the world that
are called free radicals. Antioxidants, commonly found in
can boast this title of excellence: World's Healthiest
green leafy fruits and veggies, combat these harmful
Country. As a hypothetical Sierra Leone citizen, wanting
impurities. But, as I have recently learned, teas — espeto live beyond my predestined age of 26, I've taken a
cially black and green, which have polyphenols and
good hard look at Japanese culture. What are they doing
ECGC (epigallocatechin gallate, the most potent form of
to live so long, and well? I'm going to beat the odds, I'm
antioxidant) — provide antioxidant fighting power that
going to make it to 30 — I'm going to ... drink a lot of
out-punches the most robust of salads.
tea!
Want proof? According to WebMD, "in one widely
From a strictly historical point of view, Japan would
publicized study, researchers at the Case Western Reserve
not have come to mind if I were asked to name the
University School of Medicine, in Cleveland, reported
world's healthiest country. Putting Japan in a lower echethat an ingredient in the polyphenols in green tea kills
lon of the world health rankings would, for me, be due
cancer cells while sparing healthy cells." Another study,
to its substantial radioactive fallout, which resulted from
substantiating Case Western's results, was reported in
the use of our nuclear arsenal at the end of WWII. In fact,
the "Journal of the National Cancer Institute." It found
Japanese people as a whole are exposed to more radiathat EGCG, when tested on cancerous human cells of the
tion that any other people in the world.
skin, lymph system, and prostate, killed the cancerous
Hence, it would be reasonable for me to conclude that
cells and left the healthy ones unscathed.
problems like cancer would be prevalent among the
If none of these health-based arguments are convincJapanese. But, according to WHO, it is Americans who
ing, just remember, tea tastes good. Substitute it for soda
are experiencing the catastrophic destruction associated
once in a while to make your body happy. And one day,
with cancer and other lethal ailments. Which is why
a long time from now, after America drinks lots of tea, it
America is not in the WHO's top 10 — heck, it's not even
could be the healthiest country in the world.
in the top 20. We're substantially worse than Canada,
Patrick Hutchison likes tea, only the iced kind, with ribs and
Israel and even the U.K.; we're ranked 24.
potato salad.
What gives? Why is America so sickly? In short, our
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The dreaded question,"So, what
are you doing after graduation?"
The answer? "I hate you."
Friendly construction workers.
Not like that, you perv.
No snow. Seriously, though,
what were you expecting?
Fragrant new bark in the
flowerbeds. Don't even lie
— you've noticed.
Irreverent conservative-leaning
bumperstickers. Actually, those
are funny. Thumbs up!
We have a governor! For
now!
The state of the Union.
Literally.

Chris Van Vechten is looking for another job. Although writing is fulfilling, you can't eat it.

You're invited to a nationwide tea party, America
By Patrick Hutchison

Thumb

WELCOME
BACK
TO THE
TRAIL!
Become a Passages
Leader!
Be a leader, make a difference...
Come join the team.

Passages Leader
Applications due
February 21 by 5pm
at Student Development
Questions? Contact
Student Development at

x3317
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Shoot for the moon
By Michael Allen

Opinions Writer
In October of 2003, the
People's Republic of
China made its first
human flight to outer
space, joining only two
other countries to have done so: the Soviet
Union and the United States. Immediately
following this, I wrote an article mocking
the United States' drive to push China out
of the space race and revisit the moon.
However, given the possibilities of mooncolonization, building a moon base and
further exploration, I now believe that the
U.S. ought to pursue new missions to the
moon.
After China announced its successful
mission, the Bush administration
announced that it wanted to give NASA
more funds and be able to build a moon
base. This initiative did not move forward
much after January and it soon became
apparent that Bush did not want to expend
any more political capital on the issue. This
initiative, however, is not out of pure jingoist machismo and a desire to flex
American muscle around the globe, but
has genuine benefits for the United States.
The largest possibility is the mining and
development of a rare isotope of Helium,
Helium-3 (He-3). This particular type of
helium has only been discovered in two
real places: after a nuclear explosion and
on the moon. The moon's soil contains a
large amount of He-3 from the continuous
impact of meteorites into its surface. The
utility of He-3 is only theoretical at this
point, but it holds a very high promise for
humankind: a clean fusion technology.
Currently, some people posit helium on
the moon of holding a five-to-one ratio of
profit to every dollar invested, and it could
be a cheap replacement for fossil fuels in
producing energy.
Naturally, He-3 is not a panacea for all
our energy needs (no, you will not have a
car powered by He-3 — I doubt the catastrophic car accidents, let alone the inefficiency, would be worth it), but can be an
alternative to coal plants. This creation is
not pure science fiction either — Ouyang
Ziyuan, chief scientist of China's moon

exploration program,
that the
quixotic announced
government wanted
knight
to put a human on
the moon by 2010. In
errant
addition, he
remarked that China
is interested in mining the minerals found on the moon —
especially mining He-3 as a potential fuel
source. Due to the scarcity of the isotope,
the nation able to get to the moon first will
be the one to benefit from it.
Additionally, having a moon base
would be a step in securing further market
opportunities for the United States, if not
for humanity at large. Building such a base
would give the U.S. a fundamental edge in
controlling any type of transportation
between the moon and earth, as it would
exercise a presence over the "earth-moon
gravity well." This would be equivalent to
having control over the Panama Canal or
any other type of sea shipping lane necessary to international trade. For the United
States to establish this, it would ensure
that the further development of potential
minerals and future space exploration.
Finally, the moon would be a bastion
for continued space exploration. Going to
Mars would be exponentially cheaper if
spaceships were assembled and launched
from the moon, thereby avoiding the extra
fuel it takes to escape the earth's gravity. A
functioning colony would be the gateway
to humanity's ultimate achievement —
getting off this rock. Given the inevitable
devastation we present to Planet Earth
(whether it is through global warming,
nuclear extinction or natural destruction
through Armageddon-sized asteroids),
having our species elsewhere might give
us some chance of survival in the grand
scheme of existence.
Colonization of the moon does not have
to be a unipolar action, but given the priority of our national interest, it is likely
that this is the way we will pursue it.
Given the opportunities for the nation and
humanity, a redirection of the U.S. space
program ought to occur and be given adequate funding to pursue this worthy goal.

• Michael Allen's goal is to be the 37th man
on on the moon.

1 & 2 Bedroom Apt. Avail.
at an affordable price
We're conveniently located near
University of Puget Sound.
EXECUTIVE HOUSE
813 N. " K" Sr.
(253) 383-6012

Maples Apartments
315 N. "J" St.
(253) 383-3554
Baycrest Apartments
501 S. 7th St.
(253) 627-1854
Wright
812 N. K Tacoma
(253) 572-4235
Fircrest Gardens
4215 S. 30th St. Tacoma
(253) 572-0393

Please call or email for more information
(253) 472-RENT Ext. 324, mynewhome@dmcimail.com
Mention this ad for additional move in special.
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Budget Task Force oversteps bounds on tuition
increase
To the Editor:
What the Budget Task Force is recommending to President Thomas concerning what it should cost to attend
UPS next year is nothing new. After all,
during the past five years the total cost
of attending UPS (tuition, room, board,
ASUPS fee) has risen by at least 5'7, a
year. In other words, it cost $28,295 to
attend UPS for the a)01/2002 school
year. Five years later, for the 2005/2006
school year, it will cost $35,600 - a difference of $7,305.
It makes perfect sense that the cost of
attending school increases each year as
the United States has experienced inflation every year for the past fifty years. It
doesn't make sense, however, when you
consider that the cost of attending UPS
has risen on average 5.739', a year for the
past five years lh,hile inflation has been
on average 2.52' a year for the past five
years.
In their report, the Budget Task Force
states it would like to keep a Puget
Sound education 'affordable for all
deserving students." This statement is
contradictory to the 5.92Y, proposed
increase in what it should cost to attend
UPS, considering the suggested financial aid increase is a mere 1%.
I understand the Budget Task Force
spent countless 11(.)urs debating next
year's budget, and I thank them for
their service to the University, yet at the
same time I urge President Thomas to
decrease the proposed cost of attending

UPS next year before presenting it to the
Board of Trustees. The fact that "Puget
Sound tuition \vas just about at the
median of its Northwest peers," according to the BTF report, and the fact that
UPS has seen tuition increases in the
past five years similar to the proposed
increase this year does not give justification to such a steep increase this year. It
would be naive for me to suggest ways
the BTF could make the bottom line for
students less expensive as I did not sit in
on their meetings, listen to the proposals, and thoroughly discuss the issues.
The BTF hoivever, did all those things
and therefore it is not unreasonable to
ask them to decrease the bottom line.
In the three years I have attended
UPS, I have received a quality education
and have been given a high quality level
o f serxice, yet I don't believe the education I receive today is better than what I
received two years ago or the services
provided to me are superior to, what
experienced in 2002. I do not mind
tuition increasing at the rate of inflation,
as that would be ‘,varranted. Increasing
the cost of attending UPS at a rate twice
that of inflation should only occur if the
level of service and education lye are
receiving increases as well. I don't
believe this to be the case.
Students have until Friday, February
11 to submit comments regarding the
proposed budget to President Thomas
and I encourage them to do so.
-Frank Prince

Removal of Christmas tree violates University
diversity statement
TO the Editor:
I recently learned that the annual
UPS Christmas tree has been removed
from a prominent location in the SUB to
a corner of the University in the chapel.
When I asked why the tree had been
moved to Kilworth. Chapel, I was told
that some students had expressed concerns that the Christian tradition of a
Christmas tree would offend students
with other religious traditions. To single.' out one religious tradition as being
offensive to others and hiding it away in
the Chapel represents a bias. We all live
in a community that encourages and
actively fosters diversity. The
University of Puget Sound has always
emphasized diversity as illustrated by
its diversity statement found on the university website:
University of Puget Sound Diversity
Statement
We acknowledge; the richness of
commonalities and differences we share
as a university community; the intrinsic
worth of all who work and study here;
that education is enhanced by investigation of and reflection upon multiple per-

spectives.
We aspire: to create respect for and
appreciation of all persons as a key characteristic of our campus community; to
increase the diversity of all parts of our
university community through commitment to diversity in our recruitment and
retention efforts; to foster a spirit of
openness to active engagement among
all members of our campus community.
We act: to achieve an environment
that welcomes and supports diversity;
to insure full educational opportunity
for all who teach and learn here; to prepare effectively citizen-leaders for a pluralistic world.
halal /www.ups.edu/prgici yersity.htm
It is important to respect and
acknowledge all religious traditions
found within our campus community
including Christianity. Please represent
all holiday traditions and beliefs in a
respectable and equal manner. Let us
celebrate the holiday season enjoying all
traditions.

Send us your thoughts.
Submit a
Letter to the Editor to
trailops@ups.edu
by 5 p.m. Monday

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages
all readers to respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the
right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and
phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no later than 5 p.m. on mai-days.
Letters may be e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox 1(195.
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Tacoma Dome is the
farthest away) and half
of them are within
walking distance.
Some of these places
not only serve music,
but also coffee, snacks,
full meals, and bars for
the 21-and-over crowd.
Above: A comfy seating
There are good times to
at the Kickstand Cafe.
be had off campus in
Tacoma. Sometimes all that's needed
is just a spoon full of information to get

SO CLOSE YOUR LITTLE FEET

JUST MIGHT GET YOU THERE.

I

Features

How to Find Out
What's Going On
-Check online, a lot of these
places have great websites.
-Local papers often have calendars for upcoming events.
GO THERE!
-Borrow that-person you-alwayswanted-to-talk-to-but-never-hada-good-reason-to's car.
-Walk...it's good for ya.
-Bike. also good.
-Take the bus. Tacoma is lucky
to have a great system that
doesn't cost much.
GO THERE... it's good for you.
-

-

OFF 6TH AVE

JUST FAR ENOUGH.
BREAK THE BUBBLE.

BOB'S JAVA JIVE
Hell's Kitchen is one of Tacoma's most well-known music clubs.
Located at 1829 6th Ave, it caters to the metal, alternative and classic
rock scene. In general, most of the shows are 21 and up, but every
Saturday the shows are all ages until a specific time. Hell's Kitchen
serves regular pub food along with the usual drinks needed. It consists of a main bar, a concert area and a game room. Shows tend to be
about $3-$10 depending on the night and the number of bands playing. For more information, check them out online at www.helln, or call them at (253) 759-6003 Or (253) 209-7798.

Bob's Java Jive is a massive concrete teapot
in an industrial setting right off of South
Tacoma Way. This place is over 75 years old
and boasts cameos in many local movies,
including Cameron Crowe's "Say Anything,"
and is where Jimi Hendrix used to play. It's
still standing even after a fire and demolition
threats. What's really great about Bob's Java Jive is the music, featuring both
local and touring bands. Cover charges are relatively small. Check out their website http://www.bipolaraudio.com/bobs java jive.html for more info, or call
them them at (253) 245-9843

■ KABRAH'S
Shakabrah's Cafe, is an old fashon café, filled with wood tables,
Itnfy chairs, and a know-yourtame type of feeling. Located at
!618 6th Ave, it plays all types of
nusic but mostly solo acoustic, small local bands and the occasional
azz. Considering it is a cafe, it is all ages and the shows are generally
ree to cheap. While listening to music, they have great coffee, lots of
irtries, and great breakfasts. For upcoming events contact them at 2531 72-2787.

JAZZBONES AND FENDERS
Jazzbones is a nightclub and restaurant that is located
on 2806 6th Ave. The music focus varies but generally focuses around jazz, blues, acoustic and the occasional soul, funk, and R&B. The shows are generally
all ages unless otherwise specified. If they happen to
be 21+, it is usually after 10pm. Jazzbones has special
deals on certain days (Thursdays are free) and has the
occasional ladies night. The restaurant has good food,
especially the French fries, but it can be a little pricey.
For more information go to www.jazzbones.com or
call them at (253) 396-9169. Across the street is Fenders, which is another
venue under the same ownership as Jazzboiles.

KICKSTAND CAFE
Kickstand Cafe, located next to the Grand Theatre, at
603 S. Fawcett St. The Kickstand has a nice upscale
chic feel, with the walls painted bright colors and
indie music playing in the background. They play a
variety of music in their back room, from rock to
acoustic, blues to open mic. Every Monday is Open
Mic and every Tuesday is Open Story. The shows are
all ages, but they do serve beer and wine to those lucky folks 21+. The
Kickstand has the usual coffee fare as well as sandwiches for those who are hungry. Contact them at 253-779-KICK (5425).

PANAMONICAS
Panamonicas is conveniently located across
the street from the Tacoma Public Library on
Tacoma Ave. The hours are great because it's
open late. There is a bar downstairs and a
café for those underage. Panamonicas supports all genres, but at times cover charges
cross the cheap range. This place is also really good at promoting local artists. The website is www.panamonicas.com , or you can
call at (253)272-8470.

THE DOME
Just an FYI, the Tacoma Dome
is the largest wood dome in the
world. And besides the truck
rallies and wedding conventions, there are actually some
music shows. The only reason
to go is to feed into your guilty
pop music pleasure.

s, there is ALWAYS something going on in Seattle, Olympia, and Portland (Portland's a bit
1r- but day trips are possible). Support local music! It's fun, it's fresh ... and it's good for you.
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'Million Dollar Baby' is a knock-out
By Jared Smith

A&E Writer
This year's two Oscar favorites are a study in contrast.
Whereas Martin Scorsese's high-flying "The Aviator"
mixes swooping special effects with the well-lit life of a
celebrity, Clint Eastwood's "Million Dollar Baby" is just
what you'd expect from a boxing movie: a gritty, bareknuckle story that sidesteps all the bells and whistles and
hammers away at audiences with a story driven almost
solely by three superb performances.
Certainly the movie follows some of the precedents set
by its Hollywood boxing forerunners. As always, the
story revolves around the eager-but-callow ne'er-do-well
and the crusty, embittered old-timer who reluctantly
agrees to mentor said youth. And of course, as the movie
progresses, the venues get
bigger, the opponents meaner
and the stakes higher.
Though the film allows
you, for a while, to think
you've heard this story
before, it's really just setting
you up for its killer-rightcross of a second half. Rocky
this ain't, although Eastwood
does, with his gravelly voice
and squinty glare, resemble a
poor man's Burgess Meredith
(or a rich man's, depending
on how you look at it).
Eastwood plays Frankie Dunn, an aging boxing manager who runs a small Los Angeles gym with the help of
one-eyed ex-fighter "Scrap" DuPris (Morgan Freeman).
Between those jobs, his hobby of reading Irish poetry and
his daily attendance of Catholic mass (where he irritates a
charmingly coarse padre) he hardly has time to humor
the persistent entreaties of aspiring lightweight Maggie
Fitzgerald, a waitress looking to escape the confines of her
Missouri Valley youth before it claims her for life.
Despite the rebuffs, Maggie continues frequenting his
gym, flailing away at punching bags, calling Frankie
"boss" whenever she sees him and trading insults with
the macho toughs training there. Eventually, Scrap, who's
something of a sucker for hard-cases, takes her under his
wing.
Frankie, meanwhile, finds himself with more time on
his hands after his top fighter, tired of his managers' cautious plans for him, ditches him for a more profit-minded
handler.

A combination of pity and concern wears Frankie
down enough to accept Maggie as his new pupil. Soon
she's on her way to the top, one first-round knock-out at
a time. But no matter how far they go, the ghosts of
tragedies past always seem right behind Frankie and his
protégé.
Though his glazed-eye glare and perpetual "feelin'
lucky — punks?" grimace aren't conducive to conventional theatrics, Eastwood, who also directed and wrote
the music for the film, strikes the perfect pitch with both
of the other protagonists. His dead-pan demeanor gives
Frankie an awkward dignity, especially in his scenes with
Freeman, who plays the easy-going sage to Eastwood's
straight man.
His inability to overact gives the contrasting sides of
his character an easiness that allows him to make
Frankie's disparate character traits
believable. During one scene in the
film, he manually realigns Swank's
broken nose during a fight scene, then
watches her knock out her opponent
before her nostrils start gushing again.
We then cut to a hospital waiting
room, where, reading glasses dangling off the tip of his nose, he is dutifully catching up on his Yeats. Few
could pull off such a sequence.
Swank plays Maggie with a fiery
efficiency, keeping her gestures,
expressions and reactions to a minimum. The scenes with her and Eastwood are a study in
conservative quality. The simple conversations and the
often-dim scene lighting (contrasted nicely with the klieg
lights of the boxing ring) allow the film to take advantage
of its cliché-ridden plot and themes — and there are quite
a few of them.
While driving home one night, the two heroes inundated in shadow, the girl tells Frankie about her late
father. We quickly understand the implication: Frankie,
whose own daughter never accepts his letters, has
become her surrogate father, while she is a semi-adopted
daughter to him. Hardly original, but the scene's subtlety
and simplicity makes it work beautifully.
The one character who does indulge a bit is Freeman.
In addition to the roles of Best Friend and Visually
Impaired Mystic Who Sees The Big Picture Better Than
Most, he also narrates the film, mixing story commentary
with profound proverbs about life in the ring. (Boxing, he
says, is "the magic of risking everything for a dream no
one can see but you.")

Take a study b

The technique could have added dead weight to the
film, but Freeman's ability to jump from story to philosophy without changing his monotone gives it a nice folksy
quality. You get the sense that he's spinning this all from
a seat in the back corner of some dive of a bar (he's not;
what he's actually doing is revealed at the end). It ends up
adding to the film's low-key power.
The big names and acclaim aside, this film is not "epic"
in the original sense of the word. Viewers are given a
worm's eye view into the gritty underside of boxing, and
even as Frankie and Maggie move up in the food chain,
it's apparent that they'll never really belong anywhere
except where they came from. Perhaps the best shots in
the film are the ones that set Frankie's tiny gym against
the backdrop of the L.A. skyline, the tall edifices looking
contemptuously down on his little bastion of humanity.
We get a literal sense of how far on the periphery these
characters are, and how long and hard their road is.
The film, which has already racked up an impressive
award record and been nominated in all the major Oscar
categories, opened nationwide only last week, which
means its box-office returns have so far given double
meaning to its "Million Dollar" title. And though
Eastwood doesn't have the "Lord of the Rings" juggernaut to contend with, as his film "Mystic River" did last
year, he does face sentimental favorite Scorsese. It's the
classic underdog scenario, but then again, this is not your
classic underdog movie. In the end though, that's what
makes it such a knock-out.

Jared wonders why pay-per-view boxing costs less than a
ticket to see this movie.
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MILLION DOLLAR PERFORMANCES—Clint
Eastwood, Hilary Swank and Morgan Freeman all star in
"Million Dollar Baby," the newest from director Eastwood.
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Fight for your right to party on Sunday
By John Dugan

Managing Editor
I couldn't tell you exactly when it
happened, when the Super Bowl
went from being about a football
game to being about, well, everything but a football game. When it
went from being the biggest American sporting event of
the year to being the biggest American event of the year,
period. It probably happened somewhere between the
"Super Bowl Shuffle" and Eugene Robinson's failed
Hugh Grant impersonation, but no one can be quite sure.
The pinnacle of this overshadowing came just one year
ago, when a single ill-timed, frighteningly old nipple
came flying into America's living rooms for 1.3 seconds
and gave conservatives nationwide the motive to shove
those "moral values" they have wet dreams over down
our throats. This amazing non-issue drowned out what
eventually became one of the most exciting games in football history, and cost CBS over half a million dollars.
That's the last I'll ever talk about Janet Jackson's nipple, I promise. My point is that amidst all the $2 million
commercials, Bud Bowls, six-hour pre-game shows and
post-Super Bowl sitcom extravaganzas, we've lost sight of
what the Superbowl should be: a good football game and,
more importantly, a great party.
The fact that the Super Bowl party is as important as
the game itself may be both a product and a cause of the
commercialization of the Super Bowl itself, but I don't
care, because the Super Bowl party is the male equivalent
of the cocktail party.
As such, the vintage throwback Joe Montana or Walter

Payton jersey is the male equivalent
of the little black dress: you don't
the
break it out that often, but when you
tipping
do, no one can keep their eyes off
you, and men just want to see you
point
out of it. (With the jersey, it's because
they want to wear it themselves.)
The beauty of the Super Bowl
party is that it allows people to serve the greasiest, fattiest, most cardiac-inducing foods possible, because that's
exactly what the guests expect and demand. The beauty is
that you are expected to be drunk by halftime, when you
will play a heated game of touch football and someone
will inevitably tear a hammy.
Unfortunately, said commercialization has made the Super
Bowl party lose its luster and, in
some instances, disappear entirely.
(Can a commercializing, factor
itself be commercialized? I feel like
Charlie Kaufman.) There must
have been a time, a glorious time,
when the Super Bowl was still
more than just the halftime show
and the commercials, but the idea
of the Super Bowl as a reason to
party was preeminent in the minds
of the sporting public. I can't
remember such a time, but I'm sure it happened. Just like
the '80s.
We, as members of pop culture, must attempt to
reclaim the Super Bowl party from whoever it is that stole
it. The Super Bowl, after all, is the most American of

events: a gluttonous excess of overblown machismo, coupled with the wonderful violence and sex that are paramount in media, all wrapped up in a tidy four-hour package and capped with the presentation of a strangely phallic-looking trophy to the victorious team. What could
complement such a spectacle better than wild amounts of
beer and a vat of five-alarm chili?
The Super Bowl party also gives sanctuary to those
foolhardy few who claim to watch the game "only for the
commercials." (These are the same people who own
copies of "Liar Liar" and claim "With Or Without You" is
U2's best song.) At a Super Bowl party, these pop culture
criminals can blend in and ignore the game, while sparing
the hardcore football fans of their
inane banter about Baby Bob or whatever gawd-awful new mascot is
shilling for Gillette. And if the chili's
hot enough, maybe they will shut up
entirely.
The Super Bowl party has become
too much of an afterthought to the
other shenanigans of this American
holiday. It's time for those of us who
cherish the holiest of sports days to
take back the game and the party that
goes with it. So stock up on the brew,
call Mom for that homemade chicken
chili recipe, raid the supermarket for
as many tortilla chips as you can carry and fire up the
TiVo, and give yourself a reason to pass out by 7 p.m. At
least, a reason other people can identify with.
TM

John Dugan has now fallen out of two chairs. Watch out.

Glass from all around the
globe blows Tacoma away

Chemical Brothers 'push' the
electronic scene forward

Tacoma's Glass Museum is
rich in glass-blown beauty

A&E Writer

By Lauren Iversen

A&E Writer
Out from the mysterious shaped cone
that is the Museum of Glass comes the
amazing products of artists around the
globe. The work of Einar and Jamex de la
Torre is no exception.
Brothers Einar and Jamex de la Torre
were born in Mexico, but spent most of
their childhood in California. Because of
their Mexican father and AmericanMexican mother, they strongly identified
with both American and Mexican cultures.
Consequently, their artwork incorporates
both cultures as a representation of the
brothers' self-identification.
The brothers' new exhibition, called
"Intersecting Time and Place," features 19
sculptures and one silkscreen print. Using
a combination of Mexican folk art, Catholic
symbolism and American pop culture, the
de la Torre brothers' themes and images are
consistent throughout the exhibition.
Utilizing a variety of materials to form
their art, the de la Torre brothers create fantastic images laden with contradiction and
allegory. Figurines, consumer goods, fake
fur, bicycle wheels and more are coupled
with glass to create a fragile representation
of beauty.
One exhibit shows a large wheel with
the repeated image of a bleeding heart,
equipped with fake blood and enough
metaphor to make even Faulkner look bad.
Another piece shows a crucified
Dachshund, a beloved family pet, representing, among other things, daily sacrifice.
Yet another exhibit compares ancient
Mexican history to modern America by
showing an ancient Mayan king and his
similarity to Evil Knievel, emphasizing
once again the union of the two cultures.
"Intersecting Time and Place" runs
through May 22.
Far away from the style of the de la
Torre brothers is "Illuminating the
Invisible," by Tom Patti. With more of a
subdued beauty, Patti's work is both magi-

cal and alluring. Within the constraints of
a small glass cube, he manages to play with
both color and optics, making each piece
unique.
Tom Patti is best known for small-scale
glass work, but has also created many
architectural installations. His art is included in other museum collections including
the Art Institute of Chicago, Museum of
Modern Art and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City. "Illuminating the
Invisible" runs through June 12.
Falling outside of the "glass art" category is "Solid Cinema: Sculpture" by Gregory
Barsamian. Venturing into the human subconscious, the exhibit boldly goes where
few sculptures have dared enter before.
His work, inspired by his dreams, combines his knack for mechanics with his passion for the human dream state.
Modeled after an old optical device
called a zoetrope, Barsamian uses strobe
lights to trick the eyes and create a "moving picture" effect. His work produces
entrancing and bizarre images that leave
viewers staring for hours on end. "Solid
Cinema" runs through March 13.
For people who enjoy staring at moving
objects, there is also the "hot shop" inside
of the Museum of Glass. It gives viewers
the opportunity to watch the process of
glass blowing and ask any questions they
may have.
If the current exhibitions do not satiate
your hunger for art, starting May 26 and
running through Oct. 9, the exhibit "Best in
Show" features work by prominent artists
David Gilhooly, William Wegman and
Karen Willenbrink-Johnsen. The group
exhibition examines the relationship
between humans and dogs, looking at
dog's role as man's best friend and inspiration. Each artist, using the common subject
of the dog, delves into different types of
material including plastic, photography,
ceramics and glass.
The Museum of Glass is open 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday; 12 to
5 p.m. Sunday; and 10 am to 5 p.m. the
third Thursday of each month. Student
admission is $8, adult is $10 and admission
is free the third Thursday of each month
from 5 to 8 p.m.

Lauren liked it when the MC waved at her,
but it was rather awkward.

By Rastko Starcevic

Electronic music has always been a
favorite of club junkies and stoners alike,
because it is chock-full of repetitive energetic beats, percussive breakdowns and
psychedelic sound effects. The Chemical
Brothers, among other DJ superstars
such as Paul Oakenfold, Fatboy Slim and
the Crystal Method, have pioneered a
unique style of music.
This style uses wild rhythmic beats
and awe-inspiring sound effects to craft
records that are musical journeys, rather
than mere collections of songs whose
only connections are in association with
the same musical genre. "Push the
Button," the Chemical Brothers' fifth studio record, continues this approach in
2005.
In a genre that people have continually claimed has been sounding redundant
over the last few years, the Chemical
Brothers, consisting of Tom Rowlands
and Ed Simons, have come clean-sounding positively invigorated with a fresh
set of inspirations.
In an epic 60 minute adventure, "Push
the Button" takes the listener through the
CD's politically charged beginning to its
dreamy trance-induced ending.
The Chemical Brothers invite a number of guest artists on this album, such as
rapper Q-Tip from A Tribe Called Quest,
underground punk-funk prodigies Bloc
Party and the British vocal group The
Magic Numbers, to help diversify and
take the album away from the mainstream electronic sound.
"Push the Button" starts off with its
opening track, "Galvanize," an ambitious hip-hop song with a pounding
rhythm backed by rapper Q-Tip and a
new-age Middle Eastern sounding hypnotic string sample.
It follows pace to "Believe," which is a
throbbing seven minute smash with an
amazing pounding bass line and crazy
vocals. "Hold Tight London," another
favorite on the record, features an atmospheric sound with airy guitars and trippy vocals that feature many moments of
intense brilliance and clarity.
Featuring yet another rapper, "Left
Right" is a very politically orientated

song with straight hip-hop vocals over a
pulsating bass lir,. and a firm beat. It has
a good message and adds some life to the
overall story behind "Push the Button."
The final track on the record, "Surface
to Air," is an amazing end to an amazing
CD. It is filled with soft and quiet vocals
and tricky electronic sounds that make
the song fun. It starts off slowly and
builds up to an intense climax. It is by far
the most engaging song on the record
and deserves to be on every dance/techno/trance mix CD of 2005.
In the end I'm sure you would like to
know whether or not the Chemical
Brothers latest effort is worth purchasing.
Well, I'll put it a few ways. If you are
a fan of the brothers, an avid
trance/dance jockey, or smoke a lot of
marijuana and are looking for some
intense music to chill out to, then this is a
CD for you.
If you don't fit into any of the categories above and are willing to explore
and broaden your musical horizons, then
I definitely recommend this album for
you as well. Either way, it's a win-win situation. The Chemical Brothers have produced an outstanding record, and no
doubt their music will be featured in
clubs around the world: They deserve to
be on your Ipod too.

Rastko loves to techno in those discos.

Photo courtesy of amazon.com

PUSH THIS BEAT—The Chemical

Brother's latest is "Push the Button."The
album features many guest artists.
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Indie films and local theatre
fuse in Film and Theatre Society
Film and Theatre Society provides students with a creative
and easy outlet off campus

spring break.
Seven students, along with the Associate
Dean for Student Services Dougharty, traveled to Ashland, Ore., last spring, "to fully
immerse in the dynamic culture of live theatre."
By Whitney Mackman
While there, the group saw six plays, five
A&E Writer
independent films and toured the famous
Oregon Shakespeare Festival. This year, the
"So, we're going to start in the back. Tell us club will be putting together a trip to New
your name, your year, where you are from York City, the mecca of culture and influence.
and the best dinner you have eaten in your
Although you may think that you have
entire life."
enough opportunities to see plays in the comThis type of introduction is what you can fort of your own home, for way less than FTS
expect to hear while driving down to Seattle charges, there is something to be said about
with Houston Dougharty, the advisor for the getting off of this campus and immersing
Film and Theatre Society (FTS).
yourself into the culture of those directly situMany of you might remember a student ated around you.
from the class of 2003 by the name of Justin
"I often find that theatre offers commenGarland. Justin decided to form FTS late in tary on the intricate issues that I am facing in
the spring of 2000 because he figured that if he
my personal and academic life" Meriam adds.
was interested in something like this, there
"It reminds me that life is complex and
had to be other . students out there craving the continues beyond our time here at UPS."
same bite of theatrical culture.
I joined this club, as well as every other
Justin
was
club my freshman
right, and soon
year, and it is one out
enough, the Film
of four that I actually
and Theatre
stuck with. There are
"The van rides to and from Seattle also
Society had a
no weekly meetings
provide a venue for critical analysis of the
mailing list of
and no obligations:
productions, as well as social friendships
over 200 people.
one only needs to
to emerge. 'Ibis is my most valued aspect
Currently, over
show up at
of the organization: the notion that theatre
1,000 students
Diversions at the
allows for individuals to come together
have gone to a
given time on the corand reflect upon the world around us."
FTS show.
rect date to see the
—Ted Meriam
The members
show of your choice.
of this club can
senior, FTS president
Actually, there is
choose which
one meeting at the
plays they want
beginning of the year
to see out of a
— the ticket-purchasselection made by
ing meeting.
the club officers. They only see shows at
Unfortunately, that meeting has already
regional professional theatres, which means happened, but don't fret — you can check out
no traveling shows and the opportunity to see the club's website (http:/ / asups.ups.edu/
your favorite actors in more than one play.
clubs/fts/website/default.htm) to see which
Each play costs $20, which includes a very shows are still available and then contact
good seat, transportation to the show and, of Meriam (tmeriam@ups.edu ).
course, the one and only Houston Dougharty.
If it just so happens that you can't go to the
Not all shows are in Seattle, either; they have
play you already paid for, Meriam will post
gone to productions in Tacoma and have seen
your ticket for sale on the club's website. The
independent movies at the Grand Cinema
possibilities are endless at this wondrous
here in Tacoma as well.
feeding ground for the inquisitive mind.
In addition, each show has a faculty and
So, if you are interested, check out the webstaff member present, adding their priceless site, send Meriam an email and make new
knowledge to pre-and-post show discussions friends while driving down to dive into the
held in the van.
arts.
"The van rides to and from Seattle also
I wish I could give you one of those, "menprovide a venue for critical analysis of the
tion this add and get a discount" discounts,
productions, as well as social friendships to but I don't even get one for writing it! But, if
emerge," FTS club president Ted Meriam said. you happen to go to the Christmas show,
"This is my most valued aspect of the Houston might just buy everyone some- ice
organization: the notion that theatre allows
cream!
for individuals to come together and reflect
Whitney Mackman dreams of her own starring
upon the world around us."
role in a play someday.
The Film and Theatre Society has also
recently offered the chance to have a theatrical

Come out and" audition for the
SEMOR TiTIEVIT'RE
(FESTq VAL!
Auditions Saturday, Feb. 5, 2005
at 11:00am & 1:00pm.
Callbacks will be held on Sunday, Feb. 6, 2005
from 11:OOam-4:OOpm.
Auditions are in the Jones Theatre
No experience necessary! Many roles available!
We look forward to playing with you!
Please feel free to email jksmith@ups.edu with any
questions or to learn more.
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any one of us got down:
"Hey, if Jesse 'The Body'
Ventura can he elected governor, then no matter what
we do or how badly we
screw-up,itbere is no way
our lives will ultimately
be anything but perfect."
I don't remember the
first time said it, but I
used .- to refer to Jesse
Ventura a lot to cheer up
others as'well as myself.
To me, he was just-a 'reason to not
give up. Not because he inspired me
as a person, but because he inspired
me as a sort of symbol.I thought he
was kind of an idiot - he was, after
all, a grown man who wore a singlet
for most of his professional life and still he made it. He made it big
time. So my logic was that if a guy
like that could find his way in the
world, there was just no reason for
me to give in to doubt.
'Fhe sort of bizarre inspirational
philosophy I developed in relation
to Jesse Ventura is al most verbalized
perfectly in the New Radicals' big
hit, which I heard a lot during that
same autumn. In " ou Get What
You Give," the New Radicals sing
this chorus::

12. YOU GET WHAT YOU GIVE
By The New Radicals
By Keith Ferguson
A&E Columnist
In the autumn of 1998,
two unrelated things
entered into my world
that would prove to have
a surprising effect on my:
perspective, albeit in a small way,
for years to come.
First, on Oct. 2i1. the New
Radicals released their one and only
album ".Maybe You've Been
Brainwashed Too," featuring their
one and only hit "You Get What You
Give." Second, on Nov. 3, only two
weeks later, Jesse "The Body"
Ventura was elected Governor of
M nnesota , therein becoming
Governor Jesse "The Nlind"
Ventura.
Now, that said, I need to say a
few things right up front. First of all,
it not as if f hire any recollection
of these events happening on these
days. !n fact, I can't really say that I
have any memories attached to
either dates at all. Who knows
where I was or what I was doing
then? I only mention them because
When I looked them up for this column, I could not believe how close
they were to each other chronologically. It has a sort of mystical quality to its coincidence - like. the
deaths of Princess Diana and
Mother Teresa, which were separated by mere days. At least, that's
how I see it.
Now, the other thing is this: I
don't really care about either the
New Radicals or Jesse Ventura. I
don't own thealbum by the former,
and even i'f . 1 could -have, Foi not
sure I would have toted for the totter. Yet, sofnehow the two coalesced .
into something that really went on
to inspire me- in a verb' true, and
VeS, Very stupid way.
Perhaps it :has.. something to do
with my age at the time. In the fall
of 1998, I had just turned 'sixteen,
which isi really the thick of the teen
years.
At sixteen, you're smack in the
middle of high school; you're dating; you're going to football games
on Friday nights; you're not thinking about college in any real way;
and of course you're just driving
around all the time. I was one of the
first in my class to drive and have a
car, so I was always in my or that
year, while my friends talked and
the radio played.
I drove a 1988 VW Cabriolet convertible which we named Mickey.
Mickey did not make it long
though; by the fall of 1999 he sadly
died of natural causes. But when I
look back at it, I can't believe I :spent
a little less than a year driving him
around. .c.:+omehow in my memory,
that year is so much bigger. And I
think it is, at least in part, because
when I was sixteen I was at my most
optimistic. I had a faith and sense of
belief about rile; people actually
referred to me as Keith-Wakes-Upwith-a-Song-in-His-HeartFerguson. And somehow, that didn't bother me.
During this period, and then into
the next few years, as the college
search and upperclassmen romance
were adding new pressures to the
lives of me and my friends, 1 would
!ten offer tip this affirrnation when

You've got the music in you
Don't let go
You've got the music in you
One dance left
This world is gonna pull through
Don't give up
You've got a reason to live
Can't forget
You only get what you give
If 1 had been a little older when
this song was released I might have
dismissed it. In fact, if it was
released today, 1 can't say that I
would even know it ryas out there.
But something about it really rang
true for me when I was sixteen, and
s a result, it stuck.
When II hear it I just can't help
but think to myself, "Yes, good
point, I suppose I do have the music
in me," and "You know, now that
you mention it, I do have a reason to
live." And that is always enough to
make me drive around the block
until the song is done playing on the
radio.
"You Get What You Give"
inspires me in the round-about way,
that Jesse Ventura inspires me, and
so they are forever linked in my
mind; both make me want to keep
going. Besides their coincidence in
time, they are also linked because
they are both sort of one-hit wonders. For a little while, a lot of people thought Jesse Vei aura w as going
to change politics, and people even
talked about him running for president some day. Meanwhile, the
New Radicals were dominating the
radio and music Channels everyday,
over and over.
It's almost strange to consider
now that both are so completely
past. It might even be easy to dismiss them as the exceptions to the
rules, these one-offs that don't make
much sense or demand nuich consideration. But still, somehow, I find
inspiration in them, and they make
me want to give it all I can. In the
end, I'd rather have one hit, than
none at all.

a

Sportos, motorhends, :eves, sluts,
they
wasteoids, dweebies,
all adore Keith. they think he's a
righteous dude.
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Tacoma police dept. raids UMeth
meeting, disappointed with findings
Campus faith-fest interrupted by errant police drug raid
last week
By Winston Lafayatte
Combat Zone Social Issues
Correspondent
Last Wednesday night, the-Tacoma
Police Department led a massive raid
on the UPS Methodist students meeting in the basement of Kilworth
Chapel. Apparently, the department
picked up a flyer advertising the
"UMeth" meeting and were immediately suspicious.
Detective Timothy Wilder led the
raid that reportedly included seven
other armed officers and a small portion of the Tacoma S.W.A.T. team.
"We were expecting to find a
s***load of crack, and whatnot. I
mean, if a group advertises as aggressively as this one, we expected a pretty hardcore scene backing it up. I
guess we were just off the mark on
this one."
Members of the U-Meth Alliance
were less than pleased with the
evening's interruptions. Logan

Pinecrest, one member, recounted his
version of events.
"Brother (Roger) Williamson was
just putting the body of Christ on my
tongue when all these cops with rifles
and flak jackets swung through the
stained glass windows on black
ropes. I'm not gonna lie, we were all
pretty confused at the time."
Representatives from the TPD say
that they were impressed by the
group's quick response time to a raid.
Either they got a tip from someone," says an anonymous source, "or
they must have trained pretty hard
for this sort of scenario." Not only
were the police unable to locate any
methamphetamines, or any other controlled substances, but were met with
some sort of hastily concocted religious ceremony clearly implemented
to camouflage questionable goingson.
After the police force had entered
the chapel and secured the premises,
as they say, they proceeded to search
every member of the group extensively, expecting to find vials, burnt tinfoil, oddly shaped pipes and tons of
generic Sudafed. They were disappointed to go home with nothing but

New flag inspired by themes of
freedom and democracy
By Pylar Ralenkekov

Combat Zone Foreigner
U.S. officials unveiled the design
for the new Iraqi flag to be used
now that elections are completed.
President Bush presided over the
black-tie gala, held at the Madison
Hotel in Manhattan, grinning ear to
ear the whole time.
"Welcome, friends of freedom!"
announced the President as the ceremony began. "Tonight we are gathered here to celebrate the birth of a
nation!" Mr. Bush's warm wishes for
the citizens of Iraq were met with frequent and enthusiastic applause from
all in attendance. Celebrity appearances included Billy Graham, Garth
Brooks, Andre3000, and everyone's
fav Hollywood duo, Ben Affleck and
Matt Damon.
The flag design was done by the
commander in chief himself, during

Photo courtesy google.com

THE COPS THOUGHT THEY'D
FIND STUFF LIKE THIS—Last

week's unsuccessful UMeth raid failed
to produce any drug cooking testtubery.
a few hymnals for further analysis.
"We aren't just going to let this
thing drop because of one failed
search," vowed Wilder. "There's
something huge going on here and
we're going to find out what the hell
it is."
Since the event, the Methodist
group has received a barrage of sympathetic but strongly suggestive letters recommending a name change
for their organization.
Mr. Lafayatte is a dedicated member of

UCrack.
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White House Free
Time last week.
According to spokespeople, it was modeled after both the
U.S. flag and the
Texas flag.
"It really makes
me think of some
good Southwest style
Photo courtesy usflags.com
BBQ," explained the
President. "With OLD AL GLORY The new flag for a free Iraq was
unveiled last week to mixed results. Thankfully, no one
black beans and corn.
of any importance was responsible for the mixing of the
We always had that at
results. That means we're good to go!
home when I was a
annex further territories at a later
little kid."
While some aides were unable to date, or when American funding
empathize with the President's moti- allows. The press release fails to menvation or inspiration, they whole- tion the President's delicious BBQ
heartedly approved of the end result. association.
Iraqi response to the design
According to the official press release,
the red and white sections represent remains unknown, as none of them
have seen it yet. All official predicthe valor and zeal, the purity and
cleanliness of life of the American sol- tions say that they will surely love it,
diers that fought so hard to win Iraq's however.
Ms. Ralenkekov is an objective observer
freedom. The single star represents
of the U.S. political process.
the state of Iraq, with plenty of open
blue room should they decide to
-
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Fun with cheating
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A brief suryey,
sta.- something
As a new semester dawns, the Combat
Zone would like to know what you
thought of last term's important work.
Take a minute to ponder this little survey,
mailing your answers to trail@ups.edu:

Bush unveils design for new Iraqi flag

k, 41

Liars!

Tastefully modern, deliciously cultured

Vol. CXVII, Issue 1

A.,

4..

't

2. How would you describe the C.Z.'s
news coverage?
Informative and accurate
Fair and balanced
Shiny and smooth
A literary tour de force
3. How would you describe the C.Z.'s
Photo Services department?
Artistic, but to the point
All stolen from Google
Not good
Worse than Kinkade with a
Polaroid
4. Were you sufficiently offended by
the C.Z.'s racy content?
Yes
Maybe
5. If the Trail were a human body,
what organ would the C.Z. be?
The liver
The tongue
The patella, a bone not
touching any other bones
The soul
6. Can you believe that someone
gets paid for the production of this
section?
a. Yes

Headlines
in Brief

g

\

1. When picking up the C.Z., your first
impulse was to...
Vomit
Pray
a Read the rest of the Trail
d. Read The Onion

,

1.7 ,

With finals behind them, many students have taken the time to look back at the
creative test-taking strategies that saw them through the final hours. Many a past
student apparently succumbed to the temptation to lighten the load a little by
doing a bit of good, old-fashioned cheating. The Combat Zone does not endorse
this, but will not hesitate to glorify it by printing some of last semester's funniest
cheating scandals:
Writing answers on genitals, checking during quick, frequent bathroom breaks.
Filling Q'uran with answers, exercising unalienable First Amendment right to
prayer.
Scribbling equations on back of 40oz. label and cheating while getting wasted!
Feigning blindness.
Asking the audience.

Professors to compete in Drunk vs.
High football game, at long last
Freshman offended that
heard of his rock band

hasn't

South Tacoma added to U.N. list of
Third World countries
Passing SUV's stibwoo er sets of
other SUV's alarm
Extinct fashions and slang discovered
thriving in Music Building
Hip professor crosses line after referring to the "sylla-bizzle"

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions
of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Women finish season undefeated, take another
conference title after thrashing of Whitworth
By Greg Chalfin

relay. After the Loggers won that
race, they never looked back.
"I
think winning the very first event,
With the Super Bowl of Puget Sound swimming, the which we did not expect to win,
Northwest Conference Championships on the horizon
helped set the mood of the meet,"
(Feb. 11-13), the UPS women's swim team sent a crystal
senior national qualifier Michelle
clear message to the NWC at Wallace Pooi an. 29:
Rennie said of the first event.
they don't plan on loosening the eight year grip they
"Personally, I thought that we were
have had on the NWC crown to anyone.
going to have a hard time beating
Both Whitworth and Puget Sound entered the meet
them. I never expected to win by
undefeated in conference dual meets at 5-0 and 6-0
such a large margin."
respectively. The meet was supposed to be a good test
On the men's side of the meet, the
for the Loggers and indicative of just how close the top
Loggers lost to the conference leadtwo programs in the NWC are. But after the Loggers dis- ing Pirates 116-74. The men's team
mantled the Pirates 121-84, it does not seem to be very
has done remarkably well for a team
close at all. UPS looks to be in a class by themselves and
with, less than favorable numbers.
in a strong position to claim their ninth consecutive conPuget Sound fields only 13 swimference title. Senior Beth Demander, who took first in the
mers, but they were still able to man100 meter freestyle and was part of the winning 400 age a 5-2 conference record, good for
meter Medley relay team, said, "The win this weekend third place heading into the conferWilkerson/ASUPS Photo Services
left us with a sense of confidence as we approach conference championships at Whitworth ON YOUR MARKS GET SET ... FALL FAST—Members of the UPS and
ence. Whitworth has an awesome team with talent and next weekend. Seniors Tom
Whitworth women's swim teams ready themselves for a jump into the pool durdepth. Going into the meet we knew that we were all
Ciesielski and Tag Veal have had ing the schools' Jan. 29 meeting in Warner Pool. UPS dominated the previouslygoing to have to swim our best races to compete and
particularly strong years and hope
undefeated Pirates, 121-84.
hopefully win. Everyone did their part to pull out a vic- to finish out their careers with strong
tory."
performances in Spokane. Junior Ian
on both the Men's and Women's side have set 'B' cut
The first event of the meet was the 400 meter Medley Coville said of the strong year, "We are going to do every- times, which means they may be invited by the NCAA to
thing we can to end on a positive the Championships next month.
note, maybe even top 2 at conferThe Loggers return three All-Americans from last seaence. Our men's team is as strong son. One of them is Rennie, who missed setting the
as it has always been, despite hav- NCAA record in the 200 breaststroke by less than a secing issues with numbers. The new ond. Two other returning All-Americans, senior Breanna
members have filled some really Trygg and sophomore Alex Borgen are likely candidates
key holes and the old members con- to join her in Michigan.
tinue to do better and better."
Puget Sound swim meets in Wallace Pool may be gone
Despite a difficult finish to their for another year, but that doesn't seem to matter to this
dual meet season, Coville empha- group of determined athletes. Many of them see their
sized that this team has done as season, which began in early October, as only now beginwell as it could have. "I have been ning. The Loggers postseason begins in Spokane on Feb.
very impressed with the guys per- 11 as Whitworth College hosts the NWC Championships.
formances this year, I might even
As Demander said, "The mindset going into the NWC
say that we are stronger (than pre- Championships is staying focused...it would be awevious years) in some respects." The some to win another conference, but everyone has to
Loggers are expected to finish in the swim their best to achieve this goal." Recent history, in
top three in the NWC for the ninth the form of last weekend's thrashing of rival Whitworth
consecutive year.
and a string of eight consecutive NWC women's titles
Only Rennie has set an 'A cut gives Logger fans a reason to count on it.
Wilkerson/ASUPS Photo Services
time to automatically qualify for
• Sports Writer Greg Chalfin wears a Speedo under his
AND THEY'RE OFF! Puget Sound Men's team gets off to a fast start against
the NCAA Championships in
clothes at all times, no matter the occasion.
the meddlesome Whitworth Pirates during a meet on Jan. 29. An intense race was
Holland, Michigan from March 10unfortunately interrupted by an errant scream of "Doodie!" which could be heard
12. A number of Logger swimmers
around the campus.

Sports Writer

—

Super Bowl Trivia
With the spectacle that is the NFL's championship game taking place
this Sunday, The Trail Sports staff thought we would help get you in
the right mindset.
1. What was Falcons Safety Eugene Robinson found out to be doing on the eve of Super

Bowl 33?
2.What team "shuffled" there way to a Super Bowl victory in 1985?
3. Which team won the inaugural Super Bowl in 1967?

4.What city has hosted the Super Bowl the most

a
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Hate the Yankees? You hate freedom!
By Sean Duade

Sports Editor
The Yankees, like
it or not, have come
to resemble
America. Or, perhaps America has come to resemble the
Yankees. Either way the similarities are
there, and it's difficult to deny.
For a minute, close your eyes and
have the person next to you read you the
following description, . . . or better yet,
let's play Jeopardy.
The answer is: It has a long history of
capitalizing on others resources, is never
afraid to throw money at a problem, and
isn't afraid to make enemies in order to
succeed at any cost.
"Yes, Jim."
"What is America?"
"Judges? No, sorry. Yes, Patti."
"Who are the Yankees?"
"No, I'm sorry, that is also incorrect.
The response we were looking for was,
'What is America and the Yankees,'
'America and the Yankees,' the two are

now interchangeable."
Maybe you'd rather
duade
not believe that by simspeaks ply being an American
citizen you are compaout
rable to being a Yankee
fan, especially those of
you from Boston, but lets look at some of
the extraordinarily biased facts I've
selected for us to look at.
Since roughly the Spanish-American
War (1898), both the Yankees (established 1901) and America have proudly
been pestering other countries and ball
clubs; bludgeoning their opponents with
artillery, might and dollars. Though
technically that's not correct, since the
Yankees won their first World Series in
1923. They have since went on to win a
remarkable 26 world championships, the
most of any professional sports franchise
in history.
To further break that number down
— 26 world championships since 1923 —
that means that the Yankees have been
better than every other team in baseball
one out of every three years for the past

eighty-one years.
Yankees. Sure I'm ashamed sometimes
This stat understandably causes base- by their off season gluttony, and by the
ball fans to seethe with anger, and why stereotypes that George Steinbrenner
shouldn't it? It seems grossly unfair. But has labeled all Yankees fans with, but by
that type of meteoric rise to prominence being born in New York and being a
is not unlike that of
sports fan that's the
the United States'
hand I've been
rise on the world
dealt. I seem to
stage. In short, doesdoubt that
n't it make sense that
Steinbrenner and
People are going to hate us
if you win, or reap
his cronies would
because of where we are born,
the benefits from
take a phone call
but we have to accept that.
winning, that that
from me to discuss
Just as a Yankee fan has to
team or country
how he has created
learn to accept the fact that all
would expect to stay
an incredible
other fans hate their team.
on top? So why are
inequity in the
we continually surleague's available
prised by the Yankees
talent pool.
aggressive decision
But regardless, I
making, or, for that
am nonetheless
matter the decision making of the United proud to be a fan of the Yankees, because
States? Doesn't it really all just come that's my team, just like I'm proud to be
down to power and the desire to main- from this country People are going to
tain power?
hate us because of where we are born,
Now, of course, I'm less than thrilled but we have to accept that. Just as a
with America's foreign policy at the Yankee fan has to learn to accept the fact
moment, and yes, I am ashamed of many that all other fans hate their team. So I
of its past practices and guess what I'm saying is don't hate the
actions, but you know Yankees for being American, they're just
what, I also live here, doing what any one of us would do if
and I am thankful to given the opportunity, they're taking
have been raised under advantage of their circumstances, and if
such fortunate circum- you don't like it, hey that's America.
stances.
• Sports Editor Sean Duade has powdered
And that's precisely donuts for feet and ham sandwiches for eyehow I view the
balls.

You Don't Have to
Live With...

Brought to you by:
Off-Campus
Student Services
Wheelock 203

Photo courtesy espn.com

TOXIC MOLD!
FAULTY DOOR LOCKS!
BAD HEATING SYSTEMS!

OLD GLORY ... IN YOUR EYE!

—

A Yankees fan waves the ol' red-

white-and-blue right in the face of this cameraman, who later punched
him in the jugular for ruining the photographers' dream shot.

Want to learn how to get chicks and/or
dudes?
We can't tell you.
But we can give you the news in fancy
online format.

FMI: offcampus@ups.edu
http://www.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus

Visit asups.ups.edu/trail and be amazed.

If you re &wed the Campus Health Action on Tobacco (CHAT) survey
and have not responded, please take the time to complete it. Even if

you do not use tobacto f your input is important to usi Your opinions
will contribute to cancer prevention research efforts at the
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.

UPS students enjoy an Intro week of unlimited yoga
classes for $10 (first time students only)!
-Day & night classes 7 days a week

-Walking distance from campus
After Intro - $9.110 drop - in or $99.00 monthly unlimited

Bii'ram Yoga Center

Questions or concerns? Please call 1-800-513.0371

9 . mr,oew
:A-411.111.

3907 6th Ave (at Proctor St.) 253-769-900 7 www. bikramyogatacoma corn
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Men's basketball steamrolls PLU and Pacific
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer
The Loggers got back to their winning ways at home
this weekend, twice breaking the 100 point barrier in two
blowouts. On Jan. 28 Puget Sound matched up with cross
town rival Pacific Lutheran University (5-12, 3-5). The
Loggers took the game by a score of 115-89. Jan. 29 brought
the Boxers of Pacific University (2-14, 1-7) to Memorial
Fieldhouse. UPS came away with another healthy win by
a score of 105-71.
PLU played better than their record would indicate in
the first half, trailing only by nine points (60-51) heading
into the break. The Lutes shot out of their minds, an
incredible 65.6 percent for the first half. To start the second
half, the Loggers returned to their trademark, and buried
two three pointers to jump the lead to 15. Six minutes later,
the Loggers embarked on a 16-5 run, that clued the Lutes
that they were playing a team far out of their league. The
Lutes shot only 41.4 percent in the second half.
Leading the Loggers on the offensive end of the court
was forward Zack McVey. McVey led the Loggers in both
points (28) and rebounds (14). Nine of McVey's rebounds
came on the offensive end. Also reaching double digits
were Josh Walker, Chase Curtiss, Ryan DeLong, and
Aubrey Shelton. Jeremy Cross picked up seven assists.
"We know exactly who they are, so it felt great to beat
them again," forward Chris O'Donnell said afterwards.
"We were out-rebounded last weekend so we really
worked hard all week on keeping them off the glass."
Walker also emphasized the importance of returning to
the home court. "We know home is where it's at. We play
with such confidence here that we knew we would get
back to playing UPS basketball." That is pretty easy to
back up as the Loggers are now 29-3 at home in the last
three seasons.
The Loggers team defense was great, causing 25
turnovers by the Lutes.
Saturday, the cellar dwelling Pacific Boxers were on the
court, but were never really in the game. The Loggers

started off the night shooting
poorly, but with spectacular
defense, up only 4-3 with 15:42
left to play in the first half. From
there they embarked on a 24-4
run in the next 6 minutes. The
Boxers began to show signs of
frustration at their inability to get
the ball across half court against
the constant pressure of the
Logger defense. The half time
score was 45-24 as the Loggers
held serve the last 10 minutes of
the half.
The Loggers never were really
challenged by the overmatched
Boxers in the second half, constantly extending their lead. The
Loggers were led by senior
Greg Grogel/ASUPS Photo Services
Aubrey Shelton with 24 points
UP UP AND AWAY—Senior Zack McVey elevates for a score against Pacific Jan. 29,
and five rebounds. Shelton was a
scoring eight points in 16 minutes of play. In the previous night's game against PLU,
McVey went happy-go-jacky with 28 points and 14 boards in just 19 minutes of play.
perfect 9-for-9 from the floor and
4-for-4 from the charity stripe.
O'Donnell picked up nine boards
and guard DeLong got down and
College (9-7, 5-3) of Portland comes calling tonight, and
dirty, grabbing eight himself. Chase Curtiss picked up five tomorrow brings Willamette (6-11, 3-5) of Salem. Lewis
steals, a team high for the year.
and Clark currently sits third in the conference standings
"Eventually, we play our game. We just wear down our behind George Fox and UPS. UPS and George Fox are tied
opponent until we can break it open," Walker said after
at 7-1 with George Fox winning the earlier match up in •
the Boxer matchup, in reference to the 24-4 run.
Newberg.
O'Donnell could not find enough words to compliment
"We don't worry too much about what our opponent is
Shelton, "He was amazing tonight. He showed great leadgoing to bring to us. We try to make them play our style,"
ership."
O'Donnell said, about the future games. "We take each
The Logger defense was again in full force, forcing 33 game as it comes, but we do have that George Fox game
turnovers and limiting the Boxers to just 35.5 percent marked. We need that game to clinch conference."
shooting in the first half. The Loggers also shot well in the
The Loggers retained their number 10 ranking in the
game, making 53.5 percent from the floor and 77 percent latest D3hoops.com poll. It's the second straight week for
from the free-throw line.
the Loggers in the 10 hole, their highest ranking of the year
UPS matches up the nights of Feb. 4 and 5, again at was third.
home against two more conference foes. Lewis and Clark
Sports Writer Matt Stevens is back, baby. You love it!

Women handle business at home against Lutes, Boxers
By Oliver Reif

sive rebounds than the Lutes. On the
free throw line, the Loggers were 21of-26 while PLU was only 11 of 14. The
After disappointing losses against George Fox and final score ended in almost a 20 point
Linfield, the Loggers came out strong for two home difference at 74-56 for the Loggers.
Senior center Angie Straw lead in
games last weekend defeating Pacific Lutheran
points with 22 points followed closely
University on Jan. 28, and Pacific University on Sat. Jan
by junior guard Kilty Keaton with
29th. In both games the Loggers displayed a well17,and May with 16.
rounded team effort and showed the fans that they still
"I think our team speed is critical
are a threat to the other teams in the conference.
"We had such high expectations set for ourselves by and our conditioning is far superior to
national polls and our coaches at the beginning of the other teams in our league, which is
evident when we can make big runs at
season and lately we hadn't been meeting those expectathe end of the game. Overall, we have
tions. Our team has done a lot of talking over the past few
weeks about what needed to change and finally those a nice balance of inside and outside
words turned into actions this weekend," senior forward
players who can all score when needed
and that makes it difficult for other
and all-conference player Lindsay May said.
Indeed, those changes occurred. PLU, who had teams to defend," May said.
Skylar Bihl/ASUPS Photo Services
DUKING IT OUT The Loggers got physical during their victory over Pacific
When playing Pacific the very next
already beaten Linfield, came out strong hoping that they
University, outplaying the Boxers to the tune of 69-50. UPS won both its game
too could knock off the Loggers as Linfield did earlier in
night at home, the Loggers showed no
on
Jan. 28 and 29. The Loggers were led by the strong performances of Angie
fatigue as they breezed by the Tigers,
the season. However, the Loggers outperformed them on
Straw and Kilty Keaton.
almost every front. The Loggers had 38 rebounds com- again with almost a 20 point lead, winpared to the Lutes' 29, and had more offensive and defenning 69-50. Again, the Loggers
showed well-roundedness by outperforming Conference. On Feb. 5th, they play the Willamette
Bearcats who are also 5-12 overall and 2-5 in the conferon the line, in rebounding, and moving the ball
ence.
Despite the Loggers' favored outlook, they are still
around from the inside and outside. Senior
concerned and preparing for a fight.
center Angie Straw was powerful in the mid"Coming off two huge games this weekend, we are
dle with 11 points, while May had 23.
looking forward to being at home again. But, we will be
However, 11 Loggers contributed to scoring
that night, showing even greater ability to playing without potentially two of our teammates
score from all over the court. The Tigers only because of injuries ... I have full confidence that we will
stick to our game plan as we have all season and will
had 2 big scorers that game: Arnall with 23 and
head to Eastern Washington riding a four game win
Pederson with 12. As in the game against the
Lutes, the Loggers were able to consistently streak," said May.
Currently the Loggers stand 13-4 overall, and 4-4 in
draw fouls from their opponents and made
free throw points a solid percentage of the final the conference. They still have eight games to play and
therefore are still contenders for the conference title
score.
Tonight and tomorrow the Loggers will be against other conference leaders such as Whitworth.
Skylar Blhl/ASUPS Photo Services
Sports Writer Oliver Reif is a self-proscribed wordsmith.
playing at home again, Friday Feb. 4th, when
I'M SO GOING TO THROW THIS BALL OVER YOUR
Word.
they
take
on
the
Lewis
and
Clark
Pioneers
who
HEAD The Loggers tired out their opponents with smart passing.
are 5-12 overall and 1-7 in the Northwest

Sports Writer
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News

ASUPS elections coming soon to a computer near you!
Sports

Men's and women's basketball continue dominance,
push for conference titles.
A&E

Movie review: Million Dollar Baby.

